Technology Strategy & Transformation
Every business is a technology business. If you want to help organisations leverage technology to drive business value, TS&T is for you!
What skills & backgrounds are we looking for?

What we do:
✓ We co-create with clients to shape and operate technology in a world of
exponential change to generate business outcomes.

✓ We want people from a range of backgrounds and expertise - our different
perspectives and experiences are what make us valuable to our clients.

✓ We advise organisations on technology leadership, strategy and
transformation, creating the bridge from business strategy into technology.

✓ We want people who are passionate about technology – not just the latest
gadgets but emerging trends that have the potential to change the way we work,
live and communicate.

✓ We help our clients lead and manage complex programmes and projects to
support them creating the future of work.
✓ We help our clients to reinvent their ways of working in the age of digital –
better value sooner safer happier.

✓ We often work with top level management, and rely on being able to clearly
communicate problems and resolutions. This requires great interpersonal skills
and the ability to thrive in collaborative environments.
✓ We want people who have a sharp and analytical mind and a thirst for learning,
to come up with solutions that are creative and ‘out-of-the-box’.

Recent joiners and their experiences:

Ellena Weston
Analyst, Christchurch

I joined the TS&T team in the
2022 Graduate recruitment.
The training, coaching, and
development opportunities
have been invaluable to my
personal growth. There have
been some steep learning
curves but I am so grateful for
everything I've learnt in the role
and the support I have had
from the TS&T team.
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Callum Hancock
Intern, Wellington

The people in TS&T are awesome.
They made me feel welcome and
helped me with the basics, and
even encouraged me to run a
training session. The project I
worked on exceeded all
expectations – I was treated as a
valued contributor from day 1
and learned about interesting
areas like cloud transformation.

Steph Rolfe
Senior Consultant,
Auckland

I have loved that by joining
Deloitte here in NZ, you join the
global Deloitte network which
gives you access to a plethora of
content to learn the ropes and
best practices. I have had
exposure to the top-tier
technology solutions that are
changing the game for
businesses, and that is a really
exciting space to be in!
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